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Why some teachers easily learn to use a new Virtual Learning Environment: a Technology Acceptance perspective

Abstract: After a decade of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) in higher education, many teachers still use only a minimum of its affordances. This study looked at how academic staff interacted with a new and unknown VLE in order to understand how technology acceptance and support materials influence (perceived and actual) task performance. In an experimental design, 36 participants were split into a control (online help) and experimental (instructor video) condition and completed five common teaching tasks in a new VLE. In contrast to most Technology Acceptance (TAM) research, this study found that perceived usefulness of the VLE was not related to (perceived) task performance. Perceived ease of use was related to intentions and actual behaviour in the VLE. Furthermore, no significant difference was found between the two conditions, although the experimental condition led to a (marginal) increase in time to complete the tasks.

Introduction
Almost all Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in the Western world, and in the UK in particular, have some form of Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) or Learning Management System (LMS) in place, whether it is based on a commercial package such as Blackboard or Desire2Learn, or an open-source one such as Moodle. However, many teachers use these VLEs as a simple repository for providing students with access to materials, such as PowerPoint files and reading lists. The consequence is that although there is clearly increased usage of VLEs, there is not widespread evidence of a change in pedagogic practice (Brown, 2008; Browne, Jenkins, & Walker, 2006; Kinchin, 2012). A large body of research has demonstrated that many teachers use only a minimum of the affordances of VLEs (Browne et al., 2006; Jenkins, Browne, Walker, & Hewitt, 2010; Jimoyiannis & Komis, 2007; Rienties et al., 2012; Sanchez-Franco, 2010). Despite this evidence, some authors (Brown, 2008; Watson, Watson, & Reigeluth, 2013) have suggested moving away from VLEs to Web 2.0 technologies, which are personalised, flexible and user-centred, and recognise students’ extra
institutional experiences, notably communication through social software (e.g. Facebook, Twitter).

Two important factors stand out in research on teachers’ usage of educational technology, namely technology acceptance and role of training. A first important predictor as to whether teachers start and continue to (actively) use technology in their classroom is their acceptance of technology (Sørebø, Halvari, Gulli, & Kristiansen, 2009; Šumak, Heričko, & Pušnik, 2011). Technology acceptance research originates from the information systems (IS) domain, and developed models have successfully been applied to educational settings (Author Z, In Press; Gong, Xu, & Yu, 2004; Pynoo et al., 2011; Sanchez-Franco, 2010; Sørebø et al., 2009; Šumak et al., 2011). Of the available models, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), which was developed by Davis and colleagues (1989; Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989), is the most widely used and proved to be highly useful in explaining teachers’ uptake of educational technology (Šumak et al., 2011). Although an increasing number of studies are now available using TAM in educational settings, to the best of our knowledge no previous study has investigated the factors that influence the uptake by higher education teachers of a new VLE in an experimental, controlled environment.

The second important factor relates to the role of training. Several studies examining why the uptake of VLEs was below expectations indicated that teachers might be insufficiently trained and equipped with appropriate technological and pedagogical skills (Jenkins et al., 2010; Jimoyiannis & Komis, 2007; Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Rienties & Townsend, 2012). A recent study amongst 74 UK HEIs by Jenkins et al. (2010) indicated that after “availability of time”, academic staff’s knowledge of technology-enhanced learning tools is the second highest barrier for technology-adoption. Furthermore, although training and support have been identified as important complementary factors regarding the uptake and continuation of e-learning technology (Sørebø et al., 2009),
not a single experimental design research study is available in order to analyse the impact of
the type of support on (actual) use of technology by academic staff.

Therefore, in this study we will compare how a control and experimental group of
academic staff (N=36) completed five common VLE teaching tasks (i.e. upload a file; create
an announcement; create a discussion forum thread; enrol a colleague to the module; and
create an assignment) in a new and unfamiliar VLE system. The two conditions differed in
the type of support that a participant could obtain. These different approaches were selected
because research (Holmes, Clark, Burt, & Rienties, 2013; Mayer, 2003; Moreno & Mayer,
2007; Seidel, Blomberg, & Renkl, 2013) indicated that the type of online support (text-based,
video) may impact how teachers are able to cope and work with new technology. In the
experimental condition, videos or screencasts demonstrating how to undertake a particular
task in the VLE were available for teachers to watch if they needed help to perform a task. In
the control condition, teachers were only given an online searchable ‘help’ function. By
extending the scope of TAM research to the usage intention of a VLE, this study holds both
theoretical and practical value.

Technology Acceptance Model
In order to implement ICT in general, and a VLE in particular, it is important to adjust the
content designed for the learners in line with the technology selected and the pedagogical
approach used (Alvarez, Guasch, & Espasa, 2009; Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007). Mishra and
Koehler (2006) showed that learning was most effective when teachers had appropriate
awareness of the complex interplay between pedagogy, technology and discipline specific
knowledge. Nonetheless, several researchers (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Rienties &
Townsend, 2012) have shown that technological knowledge is often independent from
content and pedagogical knowledge. For example, in a review of 118 course designs Rienties
et al. (2012) found that teachers consistently aligned their content with their pedagogical approach. However, the use of technology in these 118 courses was not found to be correlated to the teachers’ content or pedagogical approach.

One possible explanation why some teachers do not appear to link their technological knowledge with the design and pedagogical approach is related to their intentions to use technology. A factor that is considered pivotal in the degree to which teachers use ICT in their teaching is their acceptance of technology (Gong et al., 2004; Hu, Clark, & Ma, 2003; Sørebo et al., 2009). The Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989) is a commonly used model in information systems research to explain a user’s intentions to use ICT. The TAM model is founded on the well-established Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), which states that human behaviour is directly preceded by the intention to perform this behaviour. In turn, three factors influence intentions, namely: personal beliefs about one’s own behaviour, one’s norms, and the (perceived) amount of behavioural control one has.

Building on this theory, TAM states that the intention to use ICT (and thus a VLE) is influenced by two main factors: the perceived usefulness (i.e. the extent to which a teacher believes the use of a VLE will, for example, enhance the quality of his/her teaching, or increase students’ satisfaction with the module) and the perceived ease of use (the perceived effort it would take to use a VLE). The influence of both variables has been consistently shown in educational settings (Gong et al., 2004; Pynoo et al., 2011; Sanchez-Franco, 2010; Sørebo et al., 2009). Although most of these studies involved students, a meta-analysis by Šumak et al. (2011) shows the relations between perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and the intention to use educational technology are equally strong with respect to differences in user types (e.g. students or teaching staff) and technology types. For example, in a technology training programme amongst 152 teachers, Gong et al. (2004) found that
perceived usefulness of PowerPoint was positively related to intentions to use this technology. In a study of 239 pre-service teachers, Teo (2010) found that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were key determinants of participants’ attitudes towards computer use. Pynoo et al. (2011) found perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were positively related to the use of a VLE.

However, a critical gap has been identified in TAM research in which most studies are based on the assumption that the intention to use ICT tools is directly linked to actual usage behaviour (Bagozzi, 2007; Giesbers, Rientes, Tempelaar, & Gijselaers, 2013; Pynoo et al., 2011). For example, according to TAM if a teacher intends to introduce a discussion forum to allow students to ask questions after the lecture, if this teacher expected to find the discussion forum easy to use, it should follow that the teacher will be more inclined to use these tools. Bagozzi (2007), however, pointed out that there is not necessarily such a direct relationship between intention and actual use.

Sørebø et al. (2009) argued that user training (prior to technology acceptance, but also when already engaged) is crucial to strengthen the intrinsic motivation to use ICT in education. However, no research specifically aimed at investigating the factors influencing teacher engagement with a VLE is available at this time. Yet, with most HEI institutes directing considerable resources towards the implementation and maintenance of a VLE, understanding teachers’ VLE usage intention is crucial. This appears particularly relevant given that Šumak et al. (2011) found that teachers’ e-learning acceptance processes substantially differ from those of students. Therefore, Šumak et al. (2011, p. 2076) recommended that “managers at educational institutions must be aware that the usability and utility aspects can have a greater influence on instructors, rather than on students”.

In line with research recommendations by Teo (2010), more research is needed to consider the link between the intention to develop learning through ICT, the actual usage by
the teacher, and how these are related within a VLE. In this study, five tasks were selected that are common and exemplify different technological functions within a VLE. Although most participants in our experimental study routinely perform these activities in their daily teaching practice, the way how to perform these tasks and the look-and-feel of the new VLE required adjustment time. The findings by Šumak et al. (2011) led us to believe there would be a positive relationship between the TAM factors and each of the five VLE tasks. Task completion time has also been incorporated into the original development of TAM (Davis, 1989), and has later been argued to be an indicator of usability (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). We might expect that if performing a task by using a technology takes considerable time, it may have a negative influence on the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness of this technology. Therefore, with respect to the uptake of a new VLE system, the following hypotheses were formulated:

H1 Perceived ease of use of a VLE is positively related to the perceived ease to complete five common VLE teaching tasks.

H2 Perceived ease of use of a VLE is negatively related to the time needed to complete the tasks.

H3 Perceived usefulness of a VLE is positively related to the perceived ease to complete the tasks.

H4 Perceived usefulness of a VLE is negatively related to the time needed to complete the tasks.

Training needs for technology

Several researchers (Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007; Rienties et al., 2012; Rienties & Townsend, 2012; Stes, De Maeyer, Gijbels, & Van Petegem, 2011) have suggested that HEI should
provide adequate professional development, training and staff support for teachers in order to increase their awareness of the complex interplay between technology, pedagogy and the cognitive content in their disciplines. However, research has shown that providing effective training and practice opportunities with technology for teachers is not straightforward (Alvarez et al., 2009; Ebert-May et al., 2011; Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007; Rienties, Brouwer, & Lygo-Baker, 2013; Stes et al., 2011). Some teachers prefer to learn a new VLE system using an auto-didactic approach: i.e. experimenting with the technology and testing the various functionalities by trial-and-error. Others teachers prefer some initial support (e.g., a one hour introduction in a training room) to help them get a general overview of the new VLE and afterwards some opportunity to experiment, while others prefer to be guided and supported with intensive training and support (Holmes et al., 2013). In the context of this study, it was anticipated that for those teachers struggling to solve the five common teaching tasks in the VLE, there would be a need to receive greater formal training and support. As a result, the following hypothesis was formed:

H5 Perceived ease of completing the tasks is negatively related to a need for training.

**Design of self-support materials**

When users of a new VLE technology struggle with a particular functionality, easily accessible, clear and searchable support materials are important factors accepting a new VLE. With the increased complexities and affordances of VLE systems, most VLEs provide comprehensive help-support and self-support learning materials to support users to design and implement technology-enhanced learning activities. Commonly these materials are in the form of searchable online help sheets, listed alphabetically or by categorisation of common
activities (e.g. communications; moderating discussion forums), similar to most ICT tools such as MS Office or SPSS.

Recently, several VLE systems as well as users of such systems have started to provide online help-materials in the form of audio-visual instructor videos and screencasts in their VLE and on YouTube, providing a step-by-step process for a user to mimic. Although to the best of our knowledge no study is available that demonstrates whether these training videos provide better support for teachers than the common help sheets, a large body of literature in instructional design highlighted that audio-visual materials combined with text are more suitable for a wider range of learners (Goldman, Pea, Barron, & Derry, 2007; Mayer, 2003; Moreno & Mayer, 2007). For example, Giesbers et al. (2013) found that students who used video tools in comparison to text-based tools were more likely to continue their study. Holmes et al. (2013) found that teachers were positive about the merits of YouTube-like short-clips in their teaching practice. More importantly, in an experimental study amongst 56 pre-service teachers, Seidel et al. (2013) found that videos can provide teachers with effective acquisition of factual and conceptual knowledge, such as performing an educational task. At the same time, watching a three-minute video in order to complete a task might be less effective than quickly searching the help function and seeking a relevant written explanation. Therefore, the final three hypotheses are:

H6 Instructor videos increase the perceived ease to complete the tasks.

H7 Perceived ease to complete tasks is negatively related to time to complete the tasks.

H8 Instructor videos reduce the need for training.

=> Insert Figure 1 about here
In Figure 1, our core variables and the eight hypotheses are conceptually illustrated.

**Method**

**Participants**
The 36 participants within this study were academic staff from a research-intensive UK university in the south of England. These participants were recruited in the summer of 2012 in two ways. First of all, 80 participants from a graduate programme in teaching and learning were invited to join. Of those who accepted, 27 were able to join at the designated time of the sessions. These participants were mostly lecturers with a completed PhD and with one to two years of teaching experience. Secondly, nine academic staff were recruited who had indicated their interest in the new VLE system being implemented at the university. The average age of participants was 38.69 (SD = 8.54), and 46% of the participants were women.

**Design and procedure**
Participants were enrolled in one of five sessions in a computer lab according to their time preference. Participants worked on an individual computer and screencasts of their interactions with the VLE were recorded. Participants completed a pre-test of TAM before the start of their one hour session, which included two items (see next section) about their prior expertise with a VLE. At the time of this study, WebCT was used at this university, before a switch was made to the new VLE, namely Desire2Learn. Afterwards, participants were allowed to spend 15 minutes navigating around the VLE, which had not been accessible to academic staff before the pilot. Only the research team had access to the secured test-environment, where Desire2Learn version 9.4.1 was installed.

A substantial number of participants (68%) indicated prior experience of using the university’s old VLE system in their daily teaching practice (see also Appendix), but none of
the participants had used Desire2Learn before. Participants were enrolled into a demonstration module as a student and were given time to explore the structure of materials provided, the navigation and look-and-feel of Desire2Learn in general. After 15 minutes, each participant was given access to a new empty module with full instructor access rights to the VLE.

In the remaining 40 minutes, participants were asked to complete five common VLE teaching tasks in an order based upon increased (technical) complexity: 1) upload a file (e.g. PowerPoint, PDF) into a module; 2) create an announcement; 3) create a discussion forum thread; 4) enrol a colleague to the module; 5) create an assignment (e.g. quiz or essay assessment). These tasks were chosen by a team of seven experts in technology-enhanced learning and academic development. They were selected to be representative of tasks that teachers typically need to undertake when starting a new module in a VLE. Although the tasks chosen were not particularly advanced, they commonly occur in working with a VLE and it was anticipated that they would present some challenges for staff working within a new VLE given the different navigation and look-and-feel.

For each participant, a designated observer was present to observe how the participant worked with the VLE and solved the various tasks, and where necessary “guide” the participant through the procedure, without giving any hints or the actual solution to the particular task. Only if a participant did not know how to proceed and explicitly indicated that (s)he needed help, the observer gave one of two non-directive suggestions (Control condition: Perhaps the help function may help?; Experimental condition: Perhaps the instructor videos may help?). All eleven observers, who were experienced users, trainers of and/or researchers in VLEs and technology-enhanced learning, were trained by the lead researcher in a one hour hands-on session prior to the computer lab sessions.
**Intervention**

The study assigned 18 participants randomly to receive the experimental intervention, which involved making audio-visual instructor videos available covering common activities in the VLE. These videos are structured to provide a basic explanation of the activity (e.g., enrolling a new student) and a screencast showing how the activity can be done in the VLE. These videos were listed in a categorised manner based upon the functionality of Desire2Learn. Most videos had some additional reading materials and in general took 2-3 minutes to watch. The instructor videos were provided through a separate tab in Internet Explorer for easy access and browsing, thereby limiting the need for participants to scroll back and forth from the module to the instructor videos. In order to maintain the distinction between experimental and control condition, the links to online help sheets were removed during the experimental condition, so that participants could only use the instructor videos for help.

**Control-condition**

In total 18 control participants were asked to engage in exactly the same problem procedure as the experimental group, except they only had access to the online searchable help sheets and the tab in Internet Explorer containing the videos was removed.

**Instruments**

*Pre-test Measurement Technology Acceptance Model*

The TAM scales of [Davis (1989)](http://example.com) typically consist of two times six items on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. As most TAM questionnaires have not addressed teachers, we rephrased the items to fit our context (see Appendix for items). During the pre-test, we asked teachers about their general notions of VLE usage (e.g., using a VLE will
make it easier to teach course content). In order to control for prior expertise with VLEs, two items were added to the pre-test.

*Measurement perceived ease to complete task 1-5 by participant and observer and perceived training need.*

After each task, both participant and observer independently filled in a short questionnaire consisting of three items about the perceived ease to complete the task and whether (or not) the task was successfully completed. In other words, if participants completed all five tasks, they would have filled in fifteen questions. In order to correct for potential over- or underestimation by the participants of the perceived ease to complete the tasks, the average of the observers’ scores and participants’ scores were taken as a proxy of perceived ease to complete the tasks.

*Perceived training need*

At the end of the experiment, participants completed a short questionnaire consisting three items about the perceived need for training. All three instruments use a Likert response scale of 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree), response rates were 100%, and the detailed items and cronbach alphas for each scale are provided in Appendix.

*Time to complete the tasks*

In order to measure the actual usage by participants of the new VLE in our experimental setting, the screencasts of the interactions of the participants with the VLE were ex-post coded by an independent researcher using a pre-defined solution sheet who scored whether the participants successfully completed the tasks (0 = fail, 0.5 = partially correct, 1.0 = correct), and added timeslots for each respective task. Afterwards, the total time in seconds
for completing the tasks was deducted from the number of tasks successfully completed in order to get an average score of the time needed to complete a task.

Data analysis
The metric that we used to estimate and describe the effects of the experiment was by taking the standardised difference of two means (Cohen’s d) effect size when t-tests are significant at a 5% confidence level. In order to test whether the participants in the control condition were comparable with those from the experimental condition, we conducted separate independent sample tests of gender, age, discipline, prior expertise, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness in VLEs. None of these factors were significantly different between the two samples (all t-tests: p > 0.05), indicating that participants were comparable across the two conditions before the start of the experiment.

Results

Basic descriptors
Before the start of the experiment, taking a positive cut-off value of 3.5 and a negative cut-off value of < 3.0, 53% of the participants indicated they found a VLE (in general) easy to use, while 25% of the participants found a VLE difficult to use. 69% of the participants were positive about the perceived usefulness of a VLE, while none of the participants were negative. At the end of the experiment, on average 4.08 tasks (SD = .78) were completed successfully, within a range of 2-5 tasks. 31% found the five tasks easy to complete, while 33% answered negatively. Uploading a file (62%) and an assignment (63%) were considered to be difficult activities, which may partially be explained by the fact that in the new VLE the procedures to do these tasks were substantially different from what the VLE teachers were used to working with.
In Table 1, the correlations between the core variables are illustrated. In line with our expectations, participants who stated that they found it relatively easy to work with VLEs in general also found it easy to complete the five tasks ($r = .502$), thereby providing support for H1. In addition, a negative relation between time to complete a task and perceived ease of use was found, thereby providing support for H2. While perceived ease of use seemed to be related to how academic staff engaged with the VLEs, the perceived usefulness was neither significantly related to either ease to complete the tasks nor the time to complete these tasks, thereby providing no support for H3 and H4.

In terms of perceived ease to complete the tasks, we found a strong negative relation with time to complete the task, thereby providing support for H7 and the notion that when academic staff can easily complete a common teaching task in a VLE, they will actually finish faster. In line with H5, a negative relation was found between perceived ease to complete the tasks and perceived training need.

**Control condition vs. experimental condition**

In Table 2, the core variables of this study are contrasted for the control and experimental conditions. In terms of the perceived ease of completing the tasks and the number of tasks completed successfully, no significant differences between the two conditions were found. However, the average time to complete a task was substantially longer in the experimental condition ($t = 1.986, p = .055$), with a moderate to strong effect size. Although only
marginally significant, participants in the experimental condition took on average 112 seconds or 1.51 minutes (36%) longer to complete an average task. In other words, participants in the experimental condition were spending on average almost 10 minutes longer to complete the five tasks than those in the control condition. Follow-up Spearman rho correlation analyses indicated no significant relation between the experimental condition and perceived ease to complete the tasks ($r = -.02, p = ns$) and perceived training needs ($r = -.05, p = ns$). In other words, we did not find support for $H6$-$H8$. In conclusion, the significant relations and supported hypotheses are illustrated in Figure 2.

→ Insert Figure 2 about here

Discussion and conclusion
After a decade of “easy-to-use” Virtual Learning Environments (VLE), many researchers (Browne et al., 2006; Kinchin, 2012; Sanchez-Franco, 2010), practitioners and students found it puzzling that a substantial body of academic staff are not fully engaged with technology-enhanced learning. In this experimental design study, using the conceptual framework of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) of Davis (1989) we tried to understand some of the underlying reasons why some academic staff find it easier to work with a new VLE, while others struggle in comparison.

The first important finding is that technology acceptance of academic staff seems to be positively related to how easy they found completing the tasks. This is both in terms of their own perceptions ($H1$) and the (limited) amount of time ($H2$) required to successfully complete the tasks. However, only the perceived ease of use of a VLE showed a strong and significant relation to how staff engaged with tasks, while the perceived usefulness of a VLE ($H3$-$H4$) appeared to have no relation in our study. At first this might appear to be a puzzling finding, especially as most TAM studies indicated that perceived usefulness is the strongest
determinant of the intention to use ICT (Bagozzi, 2007; Gong et al., 2004; Sanchez-Franco, 2010). In line with Bagozzi (2007) and Giesbers et al. (2013), an important difference is that this study took the actual usage behaviour of the teachers in an experimental setting into account and not just the intention to use it. One could reasonably argue that academic staff who find it relatively straightforward to work with a VLE will struggle less in a completely unknown VLE than staff who express more difficulties with using a VLE, and perhaps technology in general. However, one would expect in line with TAM and findings by Jimoyiannis and Komis (2007) that this would still need to be combined with perceived usefulness of a VLE, whereby if academic staff are not positive about the benefits of using a VLE for their teaching practice, they would be expected to be less inclined or motivated to complete the tasks successfully.

Academic staff were in general more positive about the perceived usefulness of a VLE than about their own skills to work within this. As we found no significant relationship between perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of a VLE, participants may have conceptualised the questions in two different constructs. Perhaps the perceived ease of use of a VLE is a proxy for the technological autodidactic skills of academic staff (or lack of anxiety) working with new (technology-enhanced learning) software. Several researchers (Pynoo et al., 2011; Sanchez-Franco, 2010; Teo, 2010) have found that when individuals find it easy to engage with new technology, they are more able to understand the architecture and affordances of a technology operating system and their respective tools, and therefore are more able to complete the tasks quickly. In contrast, the perceived usefulness of a VLE may perhaps represent a desired state of technology-enhanced learning design for some teachers to reach if they possess the appropriate technical skills to use the system effectively.

The second important finding from this study is that the experimental (instructor video) and control (online help) condition show no difference in terms of the perceived task
completion and perceived training need (H6-H8). However, participants spent more time completing each task in the experimental condition. A possible explanation may be that participants in this study were exposed to a completely new VLE platform, where they were trying to absorb and process a massive amount of complex information in a relatively short amount of time. Watching a video with both visual and audio information might have had an impact on their mental capacity to convey messages and hence led them to take longer in completing the tasks.

**Limitations**

A crucial limitation of our findings is that our measure of impact was based upon self-reported measurements of teachers’ technology acceptance. However, in contrast to most studies on TAM (Bagozzi, 2007; Gong et al., 2004; Sanchez-Franco, 2010), we attempted to reduce this by measuring the actual behaviour of participants in a controlled environment, both in terms of the combined score of perceived ease of completing the task by the participant and observer, as well as the time and degree of success in completing these tasks.

A second limitation is a possible self-selection of participants who joined the experiment. However, both the scores on the perceived ease of use, as well as the degree to which participants considered themselves as experts, indicate a wide mix of participants, who in general seem to resemble the typical profile of academic staff at university.

A third and important limitation was the relatively small sample size, which requires the reader to be careful in generalising the findings as it was not possible to conduct more advanced statistical techniques (e.g., Structural Equation Modelling) commonly used in TAM research (Šumak et al., 2011). As indicated by previous research (Rienties et al., 2013; Stes et al., 2011), while in educational research amongst students (or even pre-service teachers) obtaining sufficiently large sample sizes is relatively straightforward, given the limited
number of teachers/academics in an institution most research focussed on academics is conducted amongst samples of limited size, typically ranging between 10-40 academic staff.

A fourth limitation is that this study is conducted within a single university context, whereby the experiences with the (old) VLE were mixed, and not all academics used the VLE intensively. Although this may be similar to other UK HEIs (Jenkins et al., 2010), other institutions with a requirement to have a presence in the VLE, for example, may influence the findings. A final limitation is the limited time duration and the experimental setting. Teachers able to explore a new technology in the comforts of their own surroundings and not put under time pressure, may engage with a VLE differently. Nonetheless, the vast majority of participants were able to complete four out of five tasks successfully within the 40 minutes session and were given sufficient time to get used to the experimental nature of the study.

It would be useful for follow-up research to determine whether teachers’ behaviour in our experimental setting is replicated in their daily teaching practice and whether teachers’ behaviour actually influences students’ usage of VLEs. A recent study by Author Z (In Press) amongst 45 online MBA courses followed by 633 students indicated that institutions get “most bang for its buck” in terms of optimising the learning experience of their students by investing resources in teachers’ technological expertise (and teacher presence) rather than investing in elaborate VLEs, as teacher presence was found to be the most important predictor for enhancing the learning experience.

Practical implications

Several researchers (Gong et al., 2004; Hu et al., 2003; Jimoyiannis & Komis, 2007) have found that self-efficacy of computer skills is an important (initial) mediator of adaptation to technology. Findings from this study also showed that instruction videos did not significantly improve task completion in comparison to text-based online help. Some academic staff may
prefer to work with text-based media, while others prefer a mix of support mediums. Future research should also look into individual differences in terms of disciplines, preference towards research versus teaching, teaching beliefs and values, and cultural influence, which in turn may influence academics’ usage of technology and their training needs.
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Figure 1 Overview of tested model
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Table 1 Correlation Matrix of TAM, perceived ease to complete the task and training needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Perceived ease to complete tasks</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.502**</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Time to complete a task (seconds)</td>
<td>371.50</td>
<td>176.70</td>
<td>-.391*</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>-.468**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perceived need for training</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>-.172</td>
<td>.494**</td>
<td>-.370*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < .01, * p < .05.

Table 2 Comparison of experimental vs. control condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control condition</th>
<th>Experimental condition</th>
<th>Cohen D-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease to complete tasks</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks completed</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to complete a task (in sec.)</td>
<td>315.32</td>
<td>113.71</td>
<td>427.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived need for training</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent sample T-test (2-sided) and Cohen d-value, † significant at p < .01
Appendix Instruments and items used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior expertise with VLE (α = .92)</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I actively use WebCT in the module(s) I teach</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would consider myself to be an experienced user of WebCT</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use VLE (α = .68)</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1-4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it easy to get the virtual learning environment to do what I want it to do</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A virtual learning environment is useful for my teaching practice</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is easy for me to become skilful at using the virtual learning environment</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of VLE (α = .79)</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a virtual learning environment will allow me to teach learning tasks more quickly</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a virtual learning environment will improve my teaching performance</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a virtual learning environment will make it easier to teach course content</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a virtual learning environment will increase my productivity</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a virtual learning environment will enhance my effectiveness in teaching</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived need for training (α = .83)</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.33-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found Desire2Learn intuitive enough to work with that I would not need any training to use Desire2Learn</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based upon my experience with Desire2Learn, I expect that most staff will need formal training to use Desire2Learn*</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based upon my experience with Desire2Learn, I expect that most staff would be able to work with it</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reverse